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For where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among them. 
 
This is a verse we know well. It is quoted in our prayers and referenced in our jokes. And 
reading it during the time we’re living in made me consider it in a new way. 
 
“Gathering” has taken on new meaning for me these last several months. For most of my time 
here, we’ve been unable to gather as we once had—for worship or for fellowship. This is far 
from the only limitation we’ve had on gathering. Concerts, sporting events, school, birthday 
parties, graduations, weddings, funerals, births, deaths...just about every way we gathered has 
been taken away, disrupted, or made strange over the last half-year. 
 
The loss of gathering is a real, genuine loss. Not just for the Church, but for all our groups, for 
our families by blood and by choice, and for the state of our spirits. Humans are meant to be in 
relationship, and embodied humans are meant to be physically together. When we can’t be, 
things feel broken, because they are broken. 
 
It might be comforting, when we are scattered through church and homes, tethered by the 
tenuous thread of technology, to think of Jesus saying “Where two or three are gathered, there 
am I”—unless, of course, you’re worshiping by yourself. Is Jesus present when two or three are 
gathered through the ether? 
 
Well, yes. Here’s the thing: God is always with us. We can trust this truth. We don’t need a 
promise from Jesus that he’ll show up when we gather.  
 
Add to that the fact that Jesus isn’t talking about worship at all here—he’s talking about church 
discipline, about how to behave when wrongdoing happens. We actually have Thomas Cranmer 
and the Book of Common Prayer to blame for this, at least in part. In the daily offices, there’s 
the option to close with “A Prayer of St. Chrysostom”: 
 
Almighty God, you have given us grace at this time with one accord to make our common 
supplication to you; and you have promised through your well-beloved Son that when two  
or three are gathered together in his Name you will be in the midst of them: Fulfill now, O Lord, 
our desires and petitions as may be best for us; granting us in this world knowledge of your 
truth, and in the age to come life everlasting. 
 



It’s a beautiful prayer that, it turns out, is a not-great English translation of part of a Latin 
translation of a Greek Orthodox Mass that was already a little off on the context of the text 
 
Add to that the fact that it’s probably not Jesus talking at all—most interpreters believe that this 
section was added later by Matthew—and you may be feeling a little lost. 
 
But it is still a part of sacred Scripture, still holds truth and meaning for us. That truth and 
meaning don’t have to do with whether or not Jesus shows up when we worship, because we 
don’t have to question that. Nor do I think the truth and meaning have all that much to do with 
using Matthew 18 as a guidebook for dealing with church conflict, though the advice is sound. 
 
I think the real message here, the real good news, is about the messiness and difficulty and 
pain and absolute joy of being in relationship. In the context of Matthew, this word in church 
discipline is sandwiched between the parable of the lost sheep, emphasizing the joy that is had 
upon recovering one that was lost; and the parable of the unforgiving servant, with its emphasis 
on the need for abundant forgiveness. 
 
The intent of this advice on church discipline is not to punish and shame the offender, but to 
reclaim them. In the structure of encounters, there are four opportunities for the accused to 
repent.  
 
The final step sounds like exclusion: “if the offender refuses to listen even to the church, let such 
a one be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector.” “If you’ve tried multiple times and somebody 
insists on digging in their heels and continuing to be hurtful, then send them off. At least you 
tried.” But think about Jesus’ ministry—he spend huge portions of his time with Gentiles and tax 
collectors, welcoming them into his circle, making room for them in his teachings.  
 
In our contemporary setting, when someone has a problem with a church—if they are hurt by 
someone there, or by something said, or if they have irreconcilable differences with leadership, 
they generally leave, or sometimes feel pushed out. This view of church is very much a cultural 
understanding; how we think of it in our Modern, Western, even uniquely American context. For 
the first Christians, Paul’s metaphor of the Church as a single body could be felt deeply. Church 
can feel like a family, which maybe gives us a glimpse of what the early ekklesia was like: 
close-knit, entirely interdependent, not an optional club.  
 
I met with some of our congregation last week to talk about community and fellowship at St. 
Peter’s, and part of our conversation turned toward what it is that makes church different from 
any other gathering. 
 
The answer is our purpose—that we gather to know and worship the living God—but part of the 
answer is also in the strength of our bonds, the strength of our body to carry differences, and 
the strength of our power to forgive.  
 



In a world that values resentment and revenge, that encourages us to “cancel” someone for a 
mistake or misstep, the Church can be a shining beacon of working to reconcile and mend, 
acknowledging that we are all far more interwoven that we realize. 
 
This is not to say that the Church ought to condone staying in abusive or unhealthy 
relationships. While there are some stories of radical forgiveness that have come out of these 
kinds of relationships, becoming a beacon for reconciliation and relationship is something that 
comes from a place of health. 
 
With that said, there are plenty of relationships in all of our lives that may not be abusive or 
toxic, but that we have no desire to deal with. Grudges and resentments are easy to hold but 
they fester, even when we pack them in a tiny box in some dark corner of our heart. The arc of 
the Gospel brings light into dark places, and the difficult and ongoing work of forgiveness shines 
light into dark and hardened places in us. 
 
Forgiveness doesn’t require action or remorse or acknowledgement of guilt, but as today’s 
reading reminds us, reconciliation does. It requires that the darkness of wrongdoing be brought 
into the light, where it cannot survive.  
 
This reminds me of the practice of “restorative justice,” an approach to justice that seeks to 
repair the harm done by crimes, usual through a meeting between victim and offender. South 
Africa’s truth and reconciliation commission in the wake of apartheid is an example of this, and a 
relatively early example of restorative justice on a formalized governmental level, but the act of 
making amends in order to be restored to the community is age-old. 
 
So where does all this leave us? It leaves us knowing that we are connected and that we 
depend on each other—whether you’re here in person, watching from home, or taking time off 
from church until things are more “normal.” It leaves us with a call to lovingly confront those who 
have wronged us, but with the ultimate goal of seeking reconciliation. And it leaves us confident 
that when we are doing that hard work, Jesus is present in it, with reconciling power beyond our 
imagination.  
 
Many of us feel more divided and disjointed than ever—from church, from friends, from those 
with political views we don’t understand. This is normal, but it’s broken. You can do the work of 
Jesus: don’t shut down; reach out. Don’t be afraid of engaging in difficult conversations, but go 
into them with the goal of not losing the other.  
 
We are the Body of Christ. In the dis-ease of the world we become disjointed, and unhealthy. 
When we work together, when we recognize the ways in which we are knit together despite our 
differences, we become the beloved community that is possible, the Church that is so much 
more than a gathering. We become the hands and feet and heart of God. 


